
Notice of Meeting

LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE

Tuesday, 20 December 2022 - 7:00 pm
Council Chamber, Town Hall, Barking

Members: Cllr Adegboyega Oluwole (Chair); Cllr Faraaz Shaukat and Cllr Sabbir 
Zamee

Date of publication: 12th December 2022 Fiona Taylor
Acting Chief Executive

Contact Officer: Leanna McPherson
Tel. 020 8227 2852

E-mail: leanna.mcpherson@lbbd.gov.uk

Please note that this meeting will be webcast via the Council’s website.  Members of the 
public wishing to attend the meeting in person can sit in the public gallery on the second 
floor of the Town Hall, which is not covered by the webcast cameras.   To view the 
webcast online, click here and select the relevant meeting (the weblink will be available at 
least 24-hours before the meeting).

AGENDA
1. Apologies for Absence  

2. Declaration of Members' Interests  

In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, Members are asked to declare 
any interest they may have in any matter which is to be considered at this 
meeting.

LICENSING MATTERS 

The following are to be heard under the Licensing Act 2003 in line with relevant 
procedure. 

Licensing Policy and Statutory Guidance April 2018 

Premises Licence Applications and Variations - Procedure 

Ward

3. Licensing Act 2003 - Application for a Premises 
Licence: Venue 121 - 121 Broad Street, Dagenham, 
RM10 9HP (Pages 7 - 50) 

Beam

https://modgov.lbbd.gov.uk/Internet/ieListMeetings.aspx?CId=724&Year=0


4. Any other public items which the Chair decides are 
urgent  

5. To consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a 
resolution to exclude the public and press from the 
remainder of the meeting due to the nature of the 
business to be transacted.  

Private Business

The public and press have a legal right to attend Council meetings such as the 
Licensing Sub-Committee, except where business is confidential or certain 
other sensitive information is to be discussed.  The list below shows why items 
are in the private part of the agenda, with reference to the relevant legislation 
(the relevant paragraph of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government 
Act 1972 as amended).  There are no such items at the time of preparing 
this agenda.

6. Any other confidential or exempt items which the 
Chair decides are urgent  



Our Vision for Barking and Dagenham

ONE BOROUGH; ONE COMMUNITY;
NO-ONE LEFT BEHIND

Our Priorities

Participation and Engagement

 To collaboratively build the foundations, platforms and networks that 
enable greater participation by:
o Building capacity in and with the social sector to improve cross-

sector collaboration
o Developing opportunities to meaningfully participate across the 

Borough to improve individual agency and social networks
o Facilitating democratic participation to create a more engaged, 

trusted and responsive democracy
 To design relational practices into the Council’s activity and to focus that 

activity on the root causes of poverty and deprivation by:
o Embedding our participatory principles across the Council’s activity
o Focusing our participatory activity on some of the root causes of 

poverty

Prevention, Independence and Resilience

 Working together with partners to deliver improved outcomes for 
children, families and adults

 Providing safe, innovative, strength-based and sustainable practice in all 
preventative and statutory services

 Every child gets the best start in life 
 All children can attend and achieve in inclusive, good quality local 

schools
 More young people are supported to achieve success in adulthood 

through higher, further education and access to employment
 More children and young people in care find permanent, safe and stable 

homes
 All care leavers can access a good, enhanced local offer that meets their 

health, education, housing and employment needs
 Young people and vulnerable adults are safeguarded in the context of 

their families, peers, schools and communities
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 Our children, young people, and their communities’ benefit from a whole 
systems approach to tackling the impact of knife crime

 Zero tolerance to domestic abuse drives local action that tackles 
underlying causes, challenges perpetrators and empowers survivors

 All residents with a disability can access from birth, transition to, and in 
adulthood support that is seamless, personalised and enables them to 
thrive and contribute to their communities. Families with children who 
have Special Educational Needs or Disabilities (SEND) can access a 
good local offer in their communities that enables them independence 
and to live their lives to the full

 Children, young people and adults can better access social, emotional 
and mental wellbeing support - including loneliness reduction - in their 
communities

 All vulnerable adults are supported to access good quality, sustainable 
care that enables safety, independence, choice and control

 All vulnerable older people can access timely, purposeful integrated care 
in their communities that helps keep them safe and independent for 
longer, and in their own homes

 Effective use of public health interventions to reduce health inequalities

Inclusive Growth

 Homes: For local people and other working Londoners
 Jobs: A thriving and inclusive local economy
 Places: Aspirational and resilient places
 Environment: Becoming the green capital of the capital

Well Run Organisation

 Delivers value for money for the taxpayer
 Employs capable and values-driven staff, demonstrating excellent people 

management
 Enables democratic participation, works relationally and is transparent
 Puts the customer at the heart of what it does
 Is equipped and has the capability to deliver its vision
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Licensing Policy and Statutory Guidance

LBBD LICENSING POLICY

https://www.lbbd.gov.uk/sites/default/files/attachments/Licensing%20Policy%20-
%202022%20to%202027.pdf 

APRIL 2018 AMENDED STATUTORY GUIDANCE – S182 OF THE 
LICENSING ACT 2003

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/702660/Revised_guidance_issued_under_section_182_of_the_Licensing_Act_20
03__April_2018_.pdf 
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Licensing and Regulatory Sub Committee
Procedure for Premises Licence Applications (and Variations)

         ______________________________________________________________

1. All Parties shall introduce themselves. 

2. The Chair shall ask all parties to note this Procedure.

3. The Licensing Officer shall present the application.

4. Members of the Sub Committee may ask questions of clarification of the Licensing 
Officer.

5. Objectors to the application who have made valid representations, their representatives 
and/or any witnesses they wish to call, will be invited to speak. Statutory consultees 
(e.g. the Police, Fire Brigade etc.) will be invited to speak before any other objectors to 
the application.  In the case of members of the public and other interested parties (for 
example, elected representatives acting on behalf of their constituents or interested 
organisations, etc.) who have made valid representations, it is desirable that they give 
notice of their intention to speak by 12.00 noon on the day before the Sub Committee 
meeting. Statutory consultees who have made valid representations are not required 
to register to speak at the meeting.

6. The Sub Committee Members may, through the Chair, ask questions of the objectors, 
their representatives and witnesses. 

7. The Legal Advisor to the Sub Committee may ask questions of the objectors, their 
representatives or witnesses for the purpose of clarifying points for the Sub 
Committee.

8. The Applicant may ask questions of the objectors, their representatives and any 
witnesses present to support the objections, if permitted by the Chair.

9. The Applicant shall put their case for the granting of the application forward/ respond to 
the objections.

10. The Sub Committee Members may, through the Chair, ask questions of the Applicant, 
their representative and any witnesses present to support the application.

11. The Legal Advisor to the Licensing Committee may ask questions of the Applicant, 
their representative and any witnesses for the purpose of clarifying points for the Sub 
Committee.

12. The Objectors and their representatives may ask questions of the Applicant, their 
representative and any witnesses present to support the application, if permitted by 
the Chair.

13. The Objectors will sum up, if they wish (a time limit of 3 minutes shall apply).

14. The Applicant will sum up, if they wish (a time limit of 3 minutes shall apply). 
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15. The Sub Committee will retire to consider its decision in private; however, the Sub 
Committee’s Legal Advisor and the Governance Officer may remain present during 
the deliberations. If during the deliberations, the Sub Committee have a point of 
clarification they wish to request from any party, the meeting must be reconvened so 
that the clarification can be sought in the presence of all relevant parties.

16. On returning, the Chair will ask the Sub Committee’s Legal Advisor to announce the 
decision of the Sub Committee. 

Notes

 Sub Committee Members should commit to stay for the duration of the meeting in order 
to ensure that the required quorum is maintained, and the business is transacted.

 While each application is considered, Sub Committee Members must be in attendance 
for the entire period and should not leave the room at any time without the express 
permission of the Chair. If required, and with the Chair’s agreement, the meeting will be 
adjourned until all Members are ready to recommence the hearing.  Any Member 
leaving the meeting while it is ongoing will be precluded from any further involvement in 
that application.

 A Sub Committee Member arriving late will not be able to take part in the consideration 
and decision-making process for any application to which he/she has not been in 
attendance for the entire period.

 The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy for Licensing Act 2003 applications 
requires that Members of the Sub Committee will not hear cases that relate to premises 
in their own Ward.
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LICENSING SUB COMMTTEE

20 December 2022

Title: Licensing Act 2003 – Application for a Premises Licence: Venue 121 – 121 Broad 
Street, Dagenham, RM10 9HP

Report of the Head of Regulatory Services

Open Report For Decision 

Wards Affected: Beam Key Decision: No 

Report Author: Karen Collier, Service Manager Public 
Protection

Contact Details:
E-mail: 
karen.collier@lbbd.gov.uk

Accountable Strategic Leadership Director: Fiona Taylor, Acting Chief Executive

Summary

An application for a new premises licence has been made by Venue 121 Ltd in respect of 
Venue 121 at 121 Broad Street, Dagenham, RM10 9HP. 

Representations from the Council’s Licensing Authorities Responsible Authority Officer 
along with Environmental Protection team and the Metropolitan Police Licensing Officer 
have been received.

The matter is put to the Sub-Committee for determination at a public hearing, accordingly.

Recommendation(s)

That the Sub-Committee considers this report and appendices together with any oral 
submissions given at the hearing.

1. Introduction and Background 

1.1 The Licensing Act 2003 establishes the national licensing regime for the following 
licensable activities:

 The sale and supply of alcohol
 The provision of regulated entertainment; and 
 The provision of late- night refreshment.

1.2 Under this regime, the Council, as the local licensing authority for its area, is 
responsible for licensing premises to provide any of the licensable activities under a 
‘premises licence’. 

1.3 When carrying out its licensing duties, a local licensing authority must have regard to:

 The Act and associated secondary regulations;
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 Guidance for local licensing authorities issued by the Home Office (current 
version published April 2017); and

 The Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy (current version published 
March 2022)

1.4 The Authority must also aim to promote the four licensing objectives:

 The prevention of crime and disorder;
 Public safety;
 The prevention of public nuisance; and
 The protection of children from harm.

1.5 Premises licences generally continue for the life of the business or operation 
concerned but they may be reviewed at any time by any one of the named 
responsible authorities under the Act or an ‘other person.

1.6 Applications for premises licences are subject of public consultation and consultation 
with a range of expert ‘responsible authorities’ named in the Act. It is open to any 
responsible authority or other person to raise concerns regarding an application as 
representations.

1.7 If no representations are received the application is granted as sought, subject to 
mandatory licence conditions and conditions reflecting the management controls 
proposed by the applicant under the operating schedule contained in the application. 
Where representations are received, the application becomes subject of a 
conciliation process. If conciliation is successful in finding an agreed, negotiated 
outcome then the application may be granted subject to the agreements reached. If 
conciliation is unsuccessful then the application must be determined at a public 
hearing by the Council’s Licensing Sub-Committee.

2. Matters for Consideration 

2.1 On the 20 October 2022 an application for a premises licence was made by Venue 
121 Ltd in respect of the premises known as Venue 121, 121 Broad Street, 
Dagenham, RM10 9HP.

2.2 The premises is located in a mixed commercial/residential area.  There are a 
significant number of local residents living in very close proximity to the premises. 

2.3 Copy of the application is attached as Appendix A

2.4 A Copy of plan is attached as Appendix B 

2.5 A copy of the Google image of the premises is attached as Appendix C.

2.6 The applicant seeks the following licensable activities:

Live Music
Monday to Sunday 11:00hrs to 02:00hrs

Recorded Music
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Monday to Sunday 11:00hrs to 02:00hrs

Late Night Refreshment
Monday to Sunday 23:00hrs to 02:00hrs

Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday 11:00hrs to 02:00hrs

2.7 The end of consultation date was extended to the 4th of December as the application 
had not been advertised in the newspaper within the prescribed timeline.

3. The Representations

3.1 A representation was received from the Council’s Licensing Authority Responsible 
Authority Officer under the licensing objective of the Prevention of Public Nuisance 
and is attached as Appendix D 

3.2 A representation was received from a responsible authority namely the Metropolitan 
Police Licensing Officer under the licensing objective – Prevention of Public Nuisance 
and Protection of Children from harm and is attached as Appendix E.

3.3 A representation was received from the Council’s Environmental Protection Officer 
under the licensing objective of Prevention of Public Nuisance and is attached as 
Appendix F.

4. Conciliation

4.1 The Licensing team has been communicating with the applicant via email during the 
consultation period to reach to an agreement. 

4.2 At the time of writing this report, the applicant has accepted all the conditions 
suggested by the Licensing Authority Responsible Authority Officer. However, he has 
requested if the Licensing Authority could consider the terminal hours of 23.59.  

4.3 The Metropolitan Police Licensing Officer has agreed to the terminal hours of 
midnight.

4.4 Following several email conversations from the Environmental Protection Officer, the 
applicant is yet to provide the council with a noise report to indicate how the noise 
breakout will be controlled as it may entail sound insulation works to the building as 
well as other mitigation and control measures. Until this information is provided, the 
officer is not in a position to withdraw the representation.

5. Legal Comments  

5.1 The Council has a duty as a Licensing Authority under the Licensing Act 2003 to carry 
out its functions with a view to promoting the following four licensing objectives: 
 The Prevention of Crime and Disorder;
 Public Safety; 
 Prevention of Public Nuisance; and
 The Protection of Children from Harm. 
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5.2 It should be noted that each of the licensing objectives have equal importance and 
are the only grounds upon which a relevant representation can be made and for 
which an application can be refused or terms and conditions attached to a licence.

6. Options Open to the Sub-Committee 

6.1 Having had regard to all relevant matters and taken all relevant information into 
account the Sub-Committee may decide to: 

: 
 Option 1: Refuse the application; or
 Option 2: That the application be approved, together with any conditions, 

restrictions or reductions in the proposed application which Members consider 
necessary for the promotion of the four Licensing objectives. 

7. Consultation 

7.1 The application has been advertised in accordance with the normal procedures. This 
includes a copy of a public notice being placed in a local newspaper, a similar notice 
displayed at the premises and information on the Council’s website. Notifications 
have been provided to all responsible authorities and ward councillors. 

7.2 Delays in complying fully with the requirements for advertisement resulted in 
extending the end of consultation date but these requirements are now met.

8. Legal Implications

8.1 Implications completed by Simon Scrowther, Litigation Lawyer, Corporate Legal.

8.2   The London Borough of Barking and Dagenham, as Licensing Authority under the 
Licensing Act 2003 and subordinate legislation, is empowered to determine 
applications of this nature.

Public Background Papers Used in the Preparation of the Report: None

List of appendices:

 Appendix A – Copy of the Premises Licence Application
 Appendix B – Plan of the premises
 Appendix C – Google image of the premises
 Appendix D – Licensing authority responsible authority officer (LARAO) 

Representation 
 Appendix E – Metropolitan Police Licensing Officer Representations
 Appendix F – Environmental Protection Officer Representations
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Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 

Please read the following instructions first 

Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form. If you 
are completing this form by hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases 
ensure that your answers are inside the boxes and written in black ink. Use additional 
sheets if necessary. 

You may wish to keep a copy of the completed form for your records. 

I/We VENUE 121 LTD 

(Insert name(s) of applicant) 
apply for a premises licence under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the 
premises described in Part 1 below (the premises) and I/we are making this 
application to you as the relevant licensing authority in accordance with section 12 
of the Licensing Act 2003 

Part 1 - Premises details 

121 BROAD STREET 

Post town I DAGENHAM 

Telephone number at premises (if 

I Postcode I RM1 0 9HP 

any) 

Non-domestic rateable value of 
£ 36000.00 

premises 

Part 2 - Applicant details 

Please state whether you are applying for a premises licence as 
appropriate 

Please tick as 

a) an individual or individuals * please complete section (A) 

b) a person other than an individual * 

i as a limited company/limited liability 
+ 

please complete section (B) 
oartnership 

ii as a partnership (other than limited please complete section (B) 
liability) 

iii as an unincorporated association or please complete section (B) 

iv other (for example a statutory 
corooration) 

please complete section (B) 

Appendix A
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Registered number (where applicable) 

13864591 

Description of applicant (for example, partnership, company, unincorporated 
association etc.) 

LIMITED COMPANY 

Telephone number (if any) 

E-mail address (optional)
 

Part 3 Operating Schedule 

When do you want the premises licence to start? 

If you wish the licence to be valid only for a limited period, 
when do you want it to end? 

DD MM YYYY 

I I I I I I I I I 

Please give a general description of the premises (please read guidance note 1) 

FORMER DAGENHAM WORKING MENS CLUB AND NIGHTCLUB. NEWLY 
RENOVATED AND UPLIFTED TO FIT IN WITH THE NEW REGENERATION OF 
BARKING AND DAGENHAM BOROUGH. 

THE PRIVATE FUNCTION ROOM EXTENDED TO THE MAIN HALL DOWNSTAIRS 
WITH AN ALCOHOL FREE BAR AND KITCHEN. 

LICENSE APPLICATION MAINLY TO BE ABLE TO PLAY MUSIC. 

(oV')P¼1l � \� (XJ� - F1�-r v\oot Do� NOf 1Nt1.oc f2wr s f11<.e:_

If 5,000 or more people are expected to attend the premises 
at any one time, please state the number expected to attend. 

What licensable activities do you intend to carry on from the premises? 

(please see sections 1 and 14 and Schedules 1 and 2 to the Licensing Act 2003) 

Provision of regulated entertainment (please read guidance note Please tick all 
2) that apply 

a) plays (if ticking yes, fill in box A) 

b) films (if ticking yes, fill in box B) 

c) indoor sporting events (if ticking yes, fill in box C) 

d) boxing or wrestling entertainment (if ticking yes, fill in box D) 

4 
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Premises Licence Application in Respect of Venue 121, 121 Broad Street 
Dagenham RM10 9HP – Representation 
  
I write with regard to the application for a new premises licence made by Venue 121 
Limited in respect of the trading premises known as Venue 121, 121 Broad Street 
Dagenham RM10 9HP. 
 
Having considered the content of the application, which seeks consent for Live music 
and Recorded music between 11:00 to 02:00 and LNR between 23:00 to 02:00 
seven days a week, I would wish to make a representation on behalf of the Licensing 
Authority under the following licensing objective: 
  
• The prevention of public nuisance  
 
This representation is made on the basis that the premises is located in a mixed 
commercial / residential area. There are a significant number of local residents living 
in very close proximity to the premises. Given this there is potential for the residents 
to be subject to nuisance, particularly from loud music and customers leaving the 
premises at night-time. 
 
In my view, the potential could be reduced by imposing an earlier closing time along 
with implementing additional conditions. On this basis, I would like to see: 
 

• A reduction of the terminal licensed hour sought from 02:00 to 23.00. 

• CCTV recording system shall be installed, operated and maintained. 

• The system shall incorporate a camera covering each of the entrance doors 
and be capable of providing an image which is regarded as ‘identification 
standard’ of all persons entering and/or leaving the premises. 

• The CCTV system shall be in operation at the premises at all times when the 
premises are used for the provision of licensable activity. 

• All CCTV recordings shall be securely stored for a minimum of one calendar 
month. 

• A staff member from the premises who can operate the CCTV system shall be 
on the premises at all times when the premises are open to the public. The 
staff member shall be able to show Police recent data or footage with the 
absolute minimum of delay when requested. 

• Signage indicating that a CCTV recording system is in operation shall be 
displayed prominently in the premises. 

• All windows and external doors shall be kept closed after 22:00 hours, or at 
any time when regulated entertainment takes place, except for the immediate 
access and egress of persons. 

• Music shall not be played at a level that will cause unreasonable disturbance 
to the occupants of any properties in the vicinity. 

• The premises licence holder shall uphold a zero -tolerance policy in relation to 
illegal drugs. 

• Any person entering the premises who appears to be under the influence of 
alcohol or illegal drugs shall in the interests of other members of the public 
using the premises be requested to leave the premises. 

• A premises incident book shall be kept at the premises. 

Appendix D
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• This book shall be maintained and kept for a rolling period of 12 months. 

• The incident book shall record all incidents which may have occurred which 
are relevant to the promotion of the licensing objectives. Such incidents shall 
include, but not be limited to, complaints made to the premises alleging 
nuisance or anti-social behaviour by persons attending or leaving the 
premises. 

• The incident book shall be readily available for inspection by an authorised 
person upon reasonable request. 

• All exit routes and public areas shall be kept unobstructed, shall have non-
slippery and even surfaces, shall be free of trip hazards and shall be clearly 
signed. 

• No accumulation of combustible rubbish, dirt, surplus material or stored goods 
shall be permitted to remain in any part of the premises except in an 
appropriate place and of such quantities so as not to cause a nuisance, 
obstruction or other safety hazard. 

• Regular checks and maintenance shall be carried out on all equipment, 
electrical installations, emergency lighting and fire alarms and equipment to 
ensure their continued safe operation. A written record of these checks shall 
be kept and made available to an authorised officer of the licensing authority 
and Police. 

• Signage requesting customers to be respectful of others when entering or 
leaving the premises shall be installed in a prominent position by the premises 
exit. 

• Between the hours of 21:00 and 07:00 no waste shall be moved or deposited 
outside. 

• The premises frontage shall be regularly monitored to keep it clean and clear 
of litter. 

• Arrangements shall be put in place to ensure that waste collection contractors 
do not collect refuse between 19:00 and 07:00. 

• Children to be required to be supervised by the accompanying adult at all 
times. 

• A documented risk assessment of promotional or one-off 'entertainment' 
events shall be conducted by the management of the venue and such risk 
assessment shall be available upon request by an authorised officer of the 
Licensing Authority or a constable.   

• Promotional or one-off events shall be notified to the Licensing Authority and 
the Police at least 14 days prior to the proposed event. 

• Where the premises, or parts of the premises may be hired out by third parties 
or be used by events promoters, the premises licence holder must ensure that 
there are appropriate procedures in place that will ensure that as far as is 
possible, the third party is aware of the licensing conditions and has in place 
their own procedures which will ensure that the licensing objectives are not 
compromised. 

• In respect of promoted events, that is, any events involving the conduct of 
licensable activities at the premises that are organised by persons other than 
the premises licence holder or those under his direct control, the premises 
licence holder shall ensure that a register is maintained in a bound book kept 
for that purpose. The register shall be kept at the premises and shall be 
produced by the licence holder (or his nominated deputy in his absence) to an 
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authorised officer of the Licensing Authority or a constable upon request. The 
register shall record the following: 

(i) Date and time of event and brief description of it; 

(ii) Name of the promoter(s), that is, the person(s) responsible for organising 
the event; 

(iii) Where the promoter is a company, its registered number. 

(iv) The proper address of the promoter 

(v) Contact telephone number for promoter 

• Only SIA registered door stewards to be used. 

• The premises licence holder shall ensure that the following details for each 
door supervisor, are contemporaneously entered into a bound register kept for 
that purpose: 

(i) Full name, 

(ii) SIA Certificate number and or badge number, or registration number of 
any accreditation scheme recognised by the Licensing Authority (including 
expiry date of that registration or accreditation), 

(iii) The time they began their duty 

(iv) The time they completed their duty. 

• This register is to be kept at the premises at all times and shall be so 
maintained as to enable an authorised officer of the Licensing Authority or a 
constable to establish the particulars of all door stewards engaged at the 
premises during the period of not less than 31 days prior to the request and 
shall be open to inspection by authorised officers of the Licensing Authority or 
a constable upon request. 

• The premises licence holder shall ensure that all door supervisors on duty at 
the premises wear a current identification badge, issued by the Security 
Industry Authority or any accreditation scheme recognised by the Licensing 
Authority, in a conspicuous position to the front of their upper body. 

• Signs to be displayed with local licensed cab office numbers for customers. 

 
If agreement is given to these additions, I would be prepared to withdraw this 

representation. 

 

Samena Baloch, Licensing Authority Responsible Authority Officer 
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Licensing Authority  
London Borough of Barking & Dagenham 
1 Clockhouse Avenue 
Town Hall Square 
Barking 
Essex 
IG11 7LU 

PC Owen DUNN 3326EA 
East Area Licensing Team 
Romford Police Station 
19 Main Road 
Romford  
Essex 
RM1 3BJ 

Telephone: 
Email:  

www.met.police.uk 

Your ref:  

22/11/2022 

Subject: Application for a premises licence – Venue 121, Broad Street, 
Dagenham RM10 9HP 

Dear Licensing Team, 

On behalf of the Commissioner for Police of the Metropolis I wish to make a representation 
against the application for a premises licence at Venue 121, Broad Street, Dagenham, RM10 
9HP 

The application is made in order to obtain a premises licence for the purpose of using the 

following licensable activities; 

Regulated Entertainment 

& 

Late Night Refreshment 

I make these representations under the principle licensing objectives of; 

 Prevention of Public Nuisance

 Protection of Children from harm

As part of my role as the Police Licensing Officer I reviewed the application submitted by the 

applicant Venue 121 Ltd. 

At the time of writing I still am not aware as to who will be running the premises as the 

application and email address is specific to the venue and not individuals. 

This application has asked for the licensable activities mentioned above and operating hours, 

to take place from 11:00am until 02:00am (late night refreshment from 23:00pm until 

02:00am). 

The application also states that they don’t intend to host activities after 00:00am (midnight). 

In which case Police are confused as to why the applicant is seeking 02:00am terminal hour. 

Appendix E
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Police object to this application as it is felt this venue is not suitable to host activities until the 

early hour of 02:00am. 

Police licensing received the application on 20/10/2022. 

An email was sent to the applicant from Police Licensing highlighting the concerns in relation 

to the late operating hours, as there has been multiple complaints about this venue having 

previously caused disturbances in relation to music and noise. 

Police received a reply from the applicant acknowledging the concerns and stating they have 

put colour CCTV in place, which didn’t address the concern in relation to music and noise. 

They mentioned that they had put many measures in place to respect local residents but did 

not mention what these measures were. 

A further email was sent to ask for clarification. 

The response stated the venue would seek advice from Licensing as to how to reduce noise 

leaving the building. This is not something the Licensing department would deal with. 

Applicant stated the following; 

“We will NOT be reducing the hours we have applied for. And neither can we base our 

whole business around historical policing issues or issues caused by previous users 

of the site.” 

Unfortunately Police WILL base their representation on historical Policing issues caused by 

this premises, regardless of who has taken control of the venue. This is due to the fact that 

previous issues provide the evidence of the disturbances caused to local residents. 

Should there have been some form of soundproofing exercise conducted by the venue 

alongside the residents to confirm they would not be disturbed then Police may have felt 

more confident in this application. 

However, since this application has been in the consultation period, there has been a call to 
Police from residents complaining about the noise on 20/11/2022 at 04:40am (CAD 
1448/20NOV22) stating the below messages;  

“Blasting music drunk people shouting swearing. 4am on a Sunday morning please 
do something about this venue. People are on the rooftop at back and music is 
blasting indoors” 

“Woken me and my child at 4am on a Sunday my child is unwell and this is not fair. 
We shouldn't have to put up with this but no one deals with them please help” 

This would suggest the venue are also currently holding events which they are not permitted 

to do so. 

This is not something which local residents should be subjected to and this call to Police was 

a literal call for help. 

There is a concern that this would become a regular problem and complaint. 

This is not the only incident which the venue has had, there have been multiple complaints 

over the years in relation to music and noise. There has also been an Unlicenced Music 

Event (UME) which previously took place at this venue. Albeit under different management, 

the above call to Police was only 2 days ago and therefore highlights these issues are 

legitimate causes for concern about the continuation of this behaviour. 
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This venue is not suitable to host events until 02:00am and certainly not regulated 

entertainment. 

Police have tried to engage with the applicant, who refused to amend their hours. Unsure as 

to why they feel it is necessary to have regulated entertainment till such a late hours with 

residents living in such close proximity. 

Police feel this application in its current state, will cause a detrimental effect to the licensing 

objective of Public Nuisance and therefore should be refused. 

Police are in support of the Environmental Protection Officers representation against this 

application. 

It would be advisable that the applicant works alongside the Environmental Protection Officer 

with their recommendations and in conjunction with local residents to establish if there can 

be some form of agreement when it comes to regulated entertainment, with some form of 

noise limiting and control. 

Due to children being effected by the issues, previous & current, are the grounds for Police 

Licensing to object under the prevention of public nuisance and protection of children from 

harm objectives. 

I object on the grounds of the above. 

Regards, 

PC Owen DUNN 3326EA 
East Area Licensing Team 
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London Borough of Barking & Dagenham  

Environmental Health &  Public Protection  

Responsible Authority Representation 

To: LBBD Licensing Department      Date: 15/11/2022  

From: Chris Hurst - Contract Environmental Protection Officer 

Email: Chris.Hurst@lbbd.gov.uk 

CC:  Chris Banks - Environmental Protection Team Leader 

Application: Premises License Application  

Premises: Venue 121, 121 Broad St, Dagenham, RM10 9HP 

Response Deadline: 04/12/2022 

The application includes Regulated Entertainment (live and recorded music) Monday to Sunday from 

11am until 2am and Late-Night Refreshment Monday to Sunday 23:00hrs to 02:00hrs. 

The Enforcement & Operational Services Team at LBBD has informed me that there have been a high 

number of noise complaints related to the premises, 24 in 2021 and 18 in 2022 to date. They have 

indicated that complaints have also been related to amplified music being played on the first-floor 

external roof space area.   

There are residential properties which are in close proximity to the premises and structurally adjoining 

flats to the south of the venue. See Google Maps photographs below.  

With regard to the Licensing Act 2003 objective of the promotion of the prevention of public nuisance 

the application operating schedule includes the following information. 

Reduce music volume levels after 12am 

Parking marshals to help with traffic moving or congestion 

Disperse crowds from car park side which we have made the main entrance instead of the street side 

There is no other detail on how amplified music noise related to regulated entertainment will be 

controlled in order to achieve the LA03 public nuisance objective. Typically, if a premises operates after 

23.00 an objective noise assessment should be undertaken by an experienced and qualified acoustic 

Appendix F
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consultant which demonstrates that music noise breakout from the venue, in terms of both structure 

borne and airborne noise will not cause any significant adverse noise impact which could result in public 

nuisance.  

Therefore, I consider that there is evidence that the operation of the venue has caused and continues to 

cause noise related adverse impacts and that the application does not contain sufficient information to 

demonstrate that noise emissions associated with regulated entertainment will be suitably controlled to 

comply with the Licensing Act 2003 public nuisance objective and therefore recommend that the 

application is refused outright.  

This department will be available if the applicant and / or their acoustic consultant wish to engage in 

further discussions regarding the control of noise from regulated entertainment. If appropriate 

mitigation measures can be undertaken, it may be possible to amend the representation to include a set 

of noise control conditions which could achieve the Licensing Act 2003 public nuisance objective.  

Figure 1. Street View of Venue 121 

 

Figure 2. Aerial View of Venue 121 

 

Venue 121 Residential  
Residential  
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